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ABSTRACT
From the early onset of engineering practices there had been the focus to create processes which reduce learning curves, inconsistency and human error. The goal has been and still is the ability to complete tasks in a more consistent, efficient and standardized routine.

The Wastewater Collection Process is comprised of several remote Sewage Pumping Stations (SPS) that functionally perform the same task, the collection and pumping of wastewater to a centralized plant for treatment. With the challenges of workforce attrition and financial restraints the undertaking of upgrading aging infrastructure in a standardized fashion can be laborious, resource intensive and result in inconsistent variances from the original intended method unless rigid, detailed standards are put in place. Aside from the physical installation, the methods of control philosophy can also be vulnerable to variation depending on several influential factors such as having no adopted philosophy in place and the development being left to various retained subject matter experts.

Based on the need for a standard that contained physical control architecture and a documented process philosophy but still had the opportunity for minor customization, new innovative technologies and uniqueness the 85% SPS Design Standard was developed. This standard was developed through the combined efforts of the Operations, Process, Electrical, SCADA, Maintenance and Engineering groups to ensure that all interests were accounted for. This collaboration of efforts enabled internal ownership, a benchmark of accountability as well as reduced drawing and process control narrative review time, accelerated SCADA design sign off and increased the overall PLC, SCADA, Data Collection and Reporting commissioning phases of Sewage Pump Station control system upgrades.
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